Introducing Air Pass Mud Flaps
Imagine a flap with a
Lifetime warranty for
normal wear and tear!
Fuel Savings: Using CFD
(Computational Fluid Dynamics) testing
on a trailer/tractor combination there was a
0.4% fuel savings with slotted mudflaps.
Weight Savings: On a truck/trailer combination
using 4 flaps you could expect at least an 8 lb
savings over a 5 lb rubber flap.
Payback: in approximately a year!
Coverage: Lifetime Warranty !!
High Quality Materials
Customize flap with your logo: Contact your Nu-Line
dealer for more information.
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SPRAY SUPPRESSION

The mud flap that helps pay for itself every time you drive
• Fuel Savings: Have you driven down a road only to see a rubber mud flap “sailing” in the air at a 45
degree angle? Conventional rubber flaps create drag on the truck and trailer when the wind hits it.
Combined with “anti-sail brackets” the wind resistance is even higher! Using CFD (Computational
fluid dynamics) testing on a trailer/tractor combination there was a 0.4% fuel savings with slotted
mudflaps. The NRC (Nation Research Council) in Canada in a report commented “Similarly, modest
aerodynamic improvements may be achieved with the use of wheel covers and slotted mudflaps.”
• Weight Savings: Compare the weight of a Air Pass 24" flap at 3 lbs versus rubber mud flaps that can
range from 5 -12 lbs (or more)! On a truck/trailer combination using 4 flaps you could expect at least
an 8 lb savings over a 5 lb rubber flap.
• Payback: You may initially pay more for the Air Pass flap, but the fuel savings on a typical truck can
pay this back in approximately a year.
• Coverage: Many flap manufacturers don't even offer a one year warranty. The Air Pass limited
lifetime warranty covers normal wear and tear. It does not cover unusual road hazards or back-up
situations where the flap is caught under the tire. The warranty applies to original owner only.The Air
Pass Mud flaps warranty is a limited lifetime warranty for first owner and original truck. The warranty
is not transferable or assignable. It covers any defects in material and also covers any defects in
workmanship under normal use. The optional customized logo printing is not included in the lifetime
warranty.
• Using High Quality Materials: Made from an engineered high impact nylon compound that can
withstand harsh, cold climates (-70°C). The flaps will not shatter due to cold weather and can
withstand rock impacts that conventional poly flaps cannot.
• Customize flap with your logo: Contact your Nu-Line dealer for more information.

Part #: N2424APF

24"x24" Air Pass mud flap

Part #: N2430APF

24"x30" Air Pass mud flap

Part #: N2436APF

24"x36" Air Pass mud flap
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